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while the focus of this feature is the making of the film, the rest of the supplement is a little light.
'kung fu's trip to shaolin' is a five minute video interview with stephen chow about his experiences of
playing his kung fu character in china during production. 'kung fu's academy' is a handful of images
from the film's production. finally, 'hollywood kung fu' is a short interview with chow, discussing the
inspirations behind his film. overall, these shorts are very easy to watch, but not very enlightening.
as a bonus, the booklet contains a full-size poster of the film's poster art. cool action movie, if you

want to see a fun movie that has a little bit of action this is the movie for you! the story is very
original and the director was very talented to come up with such a creative idea to show the
differences between the shaolin and the hwa rang do martial arts. i loved this movie, i would

reccomend it to anyone! this is the funniest movie i've seen in years! i watched it just as it was
released and i could have watched it over and over! i was expecting something similar to "shaolin

soccer" but i was a little disappointed. i was expecting something with some light hearted humor like
the first one but i was surprised. i was a little bit let down. it is not the best comedy i've ever seen

but it was one of the funniest! i have to give it 9 out of 10. stephen chow's shaolin soccer 2 is like a
comedy tonic! it's filled with star-studded cameos, fresh ideas, and over-the-top stunts and martial

arts. with plenty of slapstick and loads of laughs, the movie's a winner!
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stephen chow's shaolin soccer 2 is
one of the funniest and best

comedies i've seen this year! it's
entertaining from beginning to end
and absolutely hilarious! i couldn't

stop laughing! it's the sequel of
the first movie and a lot of what
was in the first one is included in

this one. this movie is the greatest
comedy to come out this year!

stephen chow's shaolin soccer 2 is
like a comedy tonic! it's filled with
star-studded cameos, fresh ideas,

and over-the-top stunts and
martial arts. with plenty of

slapstick and loads of laughs, the
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